
It would seem  therefore  that  sound  has  a tre- 
mendous effect on the  structure of assemblies in 
the liquid  vapor case while it does not practically 
affect  the configuration of clusters i n  critical mix- 
tures. Sliwinski  and Brown think  that  this  could 
be  an  indication o f  the fact  that scattering is par- 
ticularly  important in  critical  mixtures while i t  
must  be  less  significant i n  liquid vapor  media: in 
the last case  structural relaxation  effects would 
be the main cause of absorption. 

The survey of the work so far  carried o u t  i n  
critical  systems  has shown how the problems 
associated with the propagation of sound  waves 
in critical  media  have not  yet been solved. At 
present, they seem t o  be  posed in clearer  terms 
than  some  years  ago, but much theoretical  and 
experimental research is needed.  The  important 
areas of research  are  essentially two: (a)  the low- 
frequency  sound velocity at the critical point: 
(b) the analysis of absorption  anti  possibly, o f  
dispersion of sound  waves. The progress of 
experimental techniques should  today allow more 
precise  determinations of sound velocity and o f  
the absorption coefficient; moreover, i t  is impor- 
tant t o  extend  the  ranges of temperature,  frequency 
and  composition i n  which the  measurements  are 
made. From the theoretical side, we expect 
progress i n  the  thermodynamical  treatment o f  
critical systems, i n  scattering  theories  adequately 
considering correlation between fluctuation i n  
adjacent  volumes, i n  separating t h e  contributions 
t o  absorption due t o  relaxation  and scattering  proc- 
esses when they are of comparable importance. 

I he profit of these  researches will  surely be re- 
warding i n  establishing  the  characteristics  and  the 
behavior of critical  systems  since  sound  propaga- 
t ion  is s o  intimately  connected with the particular 
nature of these  media. 
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Ultrasonic  Investigation of Helium Near  its  Critical  Point 

C. E. Chase*  and R. C. Williamson** 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

The recent  discovery of a logarithmic  singularity 
in the specific  heat  at constant volume CV of fluids 
at the  critical point [l-31 has  stimulated  renewed 
interest in this  region. A consequence of this 
singularity that was soon demonstrated [4, 51 
is  that  the  adiabatic  compressibility K , ~  must  like- 
wise be singular  and  the velocity of sound, given by 
u2 = l/prc,, must go to zero. We  have accordingly 
measured  the  sound velocity in He4 at a  frequency 
of 1 Mc/s in the  critical region. Some of the  results 
of these  measurements  are  reported  herein. 

Figure 1 shows the velocity as  a  function of tem- 
perature along  an  isobar  and as  a function of pres- 
sure along  an  isotherm  passing  approximately 
through  the  critical point. These  measurements 
have  been  reported previously [5, 61 (together 
with a  description of the  experimental  techniques, 
which will not be repeated  here). However, we 
have  subsequently  found  that, as a result of slight 
hysteresis  and lack of reproducibility in the  pressure 
gauge  used in the  experiment,  the  pressure  and 
temperature o f  this  isobar  and  isotherm  should 
probably be  increased by about 4 mm Hg and 0.003 
O K ,  respectively.  We are  currently making meas- 
urements along  families of closely spaced  isotherms 
passing  through  the  critical  region,  and find that 
the  shape of an  isotherm is substantially  inde- 
pendent of its  temperature over a  range of several 
millidegrees.  We  therefore believe that  our  con- 
clusions will not be  seriously  affected by the  above- 
mentioned  correction, but final judgement  must be 
reserved  until  our  measurements  are  complete. 

It can be seen from figure 1 that  the general 
behavior is  in agreement wi th  expectation;  the 
velocity falls  rapidly as  the  critical point is ap- 

*National Magnet Laboratory supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific 

**Department of Physics, 
Research. 

proached from any direction, and i t  is n o t  unreason- 
able t o  suppose that it goes to zero at the  critical 
point itself.  Unfortunately, the large attenuation 
in this region makes i t  impossible t o  approach  the 
critical point more  closely with the present  ap- 
paratus. We can  thus only draw inferences about 
the behavior  closer t o  the  critical p o i n t  by inter- 
pretation of the  data we have:  this is the  subject 
o f  the following paragraphs. 

We note first that  a plot of 1 / u z  as  a function of 
log IT- T,.I or log I P -  P,.I is very nearly  linear 
over  the  range of our  data:  there  thus  appears t o  be 
a logarithmic  singularity in this  quantity at the crit- 
ical point. This fact is of interest as an  experi- 
mental  result  independent of any theory.  However, 
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in order to make  a more  meaningful  comparison 
with the  results of specific-heat  measurements  and 
with theory, we  would like t o  k n o w  the  adiabatic 
compressibility.  This  requires knowledge of the 
density, which has  never  been  measured  close t o  
the  critical point in  He4:  the o n l y  measurements in 
this region are  those of Edwards  and Woodbury 
[7] along  the  coexistence  curve, which extend t o  
within 36 mdeg of Tc in the liquid and SO mdeg i n  
the vapor. It is therefore  necessary t o  find an 
appropriate  equation of state from which values 
of the  density  can  be  calculated. 

Inasmuch  as  classical  treatments  such  as  the van 
der  Waals  equation  are only approximate,  and more 
recent  approaches have not yet succeeded in 
yielding  an  equation of state  suitable for our  pur- 
poses, we have  resorted to the  technique of expand- 
ing in power series  about  the  critical point. This 
procedure  has to be  used with caution  because of 
the  nonanalytic  character of the  thermodynamic 
functions at the  critical point 181; nevertheless we 
believe  that the following developments  could  be 
used as  a point of departure to be  corrected by a 
singular  function becoming significant in  the  im- 
mediate  neighborhood of the  critical point. I n  
particular, this  procedure  has  shed light on the 
proper  choice of thermodynamic  variables in the 
critical  region,  and  has  disclosed  previously un-  
reported  inconsistencies in  the standard  treatment 
of the  critical point given by Landau  and Lifshitz 
191 and modified by Edwards  and  Woodbury 171. 

Landau  and  Lifshitz  expand  the  slope of an  is0- 
thermal  as  a power series in t = T -  T,. and u’= V- V,. 
according  to  the  equation 

where A and B are positive constants.  This pro- 
cedure  leads to a  coexistence  curve  symmetrical 
about  the  critical point when  plotted  as  a  function 
of the volume: 

The fact that  the  exponent of the  coexistence  curve 
is l /2,  as  is nearly  always the  case with such 
expansions,  does not present  a problem in the 
present  case; in contrast to the  behavior of most 
other  substances (for  which an  exponent of 1/3 
is observed),  He4  obeys  the  1/2-power law experi- 
mentally from the  above-mentioned  closest  ap- 
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proach  to within 110 mdeg of T, [7,  101. However, 
eq  (1)  can  be  criticized on other  grounds: e.g., the 
coexistence  curve is actually  much  more  nearly 
symmetric in the  density  than in the volume (for  
He4  departures from  perfect  symmetry in density 
amount t o  only 2% per  degree Kelvin). This 
difficulty was  noted by Edwards  and  Woodbury 
[71, who eliminated  the  spurious volume symmetry 
of eq  (1)  and  obtained  agreement with their  meas- 
ured  orthobaric  densities within 110 mdeg of Tc by 
adding two higher terms to the  expansion,  obtaining 

There  are,  however,  further difficulties that  are 
not eliminated, but rather  compounded, by this 
procedure.  This  can be shown by integrating 
eqs (1)  and (3) to obtain  families of isotherms. 
For T < Tc, the  resulting  temperature-dependent 
constant of integration  can  be  chosen to yield the 
observed P-T relation  along the  vapor-pressure 
curve;  above Tc it is  plausible to choose  this  con- 
stant so that  the  critical  isochore lies on the  extrap- 
olated  vapor  pressure  curve.  The  results of such 
a  calculation  are  shown in figures 2 and 3. The 
calculated  isotherms  are  observed t o  cross in 
both cases; moreover this  crossing is worse ( i n  
the  sense of occurring  closer to the  critical  point) 
for the  Edwards-Woodbury  expansion  than for that 
of Landau  and  Lifshitz. The anomalies  are so 
pronounced  that  they  could  scarcely  be  removed 
by any  reasonable  adjustment of the  parameters 
P,, Tc, Vc, or the  constants A - D .  These  expan- 
sions  are  thus  unsuitable for quantitative  calcula- 
tions. 

The way out of this difficulty is found by a simple 
interchange of the role of the  variables N and V in  
eq (1 ) .  This  leads t o  a  description i n  terms of the 
conjugate  pair of variables p ,  p (where p is the 
chemical  potential),  as  opposed t o  the  traditionally 
preferred  pair - P ,  V ,  and in fact represents  a 
nontrivial change in the definition of the  thermo- 
dynamic  system.  The  equation which is the  analog 
of eq (1) is now 

By development  exactly  parallel  to  that of reference 
9, we  now find  that  the  coexistence  curve  is  sym- 
metric in the  density: 

To  evaluate LY and p we note  that  a plot of pj,z and 
phz against - t should  lie on a single straight line 
through  the origin of slope 3a/P.  Such  a plot, 
based on the  data of Edwards  and  Woodbury [7], 
is  shown in figure 4, from  which we find a/p=(1.03 
kO.02) x l O - 4  mole2/cm6 O K .  Note that  the  range 
of agreement with experiment  is  as wide as  that 
achieved by Edwards  and  Woodbury with their 
four-parameter  expansion [Ill. As in  reference 
[7], beta can  be  evaluated  approximately in terms of  
the  measured  density  and  isothermal  compressi- 
bility [12] at 5 O K ,  yielding p = (6.86 -+ 1.2) X 1013 
d y n e - ~ m ~ ~ / m o l ~ .   T h e  resulting  isotherms in the 
p ,  p plane  are  shown in figure 5. In  this  case  the 
temperature-dependent  integration  constant  that 
determines  the  separation of the  isotherms was 
evaluated  from  the  relation N d p  = VdP - SdT, 
using  entropy  values along the  critical  isopycnal 
derived by numerical  integration of the specific- 
heat  data of Moldover and  Little [3]. Isotherms 
in the P ,  p plane,  calculated with the  same  assump- 
tions  used in deriving  figures 2  and 3, are  shown 
in  figure 6. In  neither  case  are  inconsistencies 
evident. 

Although this  expansion  was  derived for purely 
practical  reasons, we believe  it  has  significance 
beyond mere curve-fitting. In  particular,  the  great 
improvement  resulting  from  the  proper  choice of 
variables,  and  the  natural way in  which  the  sym- 199 



metry of the problem enters when these  variables 
are  used,  appear  to  us  important.  These  features 
should  survive  even in a  more  sophisticated  treat- 
ment  that  includes  a  proper  handling of the 
singularity. 

Values of the  density  along  the  critical  isobar 
and  isotherm,  calculated in the  same way as those 
plotted in figure 6 ,  have  been  combined with our 
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velocity data to yield K , ~ ,  which is  plotted  logarith- 
mically as  a  function of 1 T-  Tc( or [ P-  P,I in figure 7.  
This figure is similar to one previously  given, 
[5, 61 but the  differences  resulting  from  use of our 
improved  expansion for the  calculation of the 
density  are significant. Results in the liquidlike 
modification ( P  > P,. or T < T,.) are virtually un-  
changed,  and  the  presence of a  logarithmic  singu- 
larity in K , ~  over  more than  a  decade is clearly 
indicated.  However, in the  gaslike modification 
K , ~  now appears to be  almost  constant,  and if a 
singularity is present at ill, it must only show U P  

within the last 4 or 5 mdeg (or millimeters) away 
from the  critical point. 

Velocity measurements  have also been  made 
along  a  number of isotherms  above T,. Some of 
these  measurements  are  shown in figure 8. These 
curves all show pronounced  minima as  a  function 
of pressure. It is perhaps  important to point out 
that all these minima are  rounded  rather  than  cusp- 
shaped,  even within about 10 mdeg of Tr (the  closest 
point at which the velocity could be  observed  con- 
tinuously  through the minimum). The  fact  that 
the  locus of these minima in the P ,  T plane  falls 
approximately on the  extrapolated vapor pressure 

In  this  approximation  a plot of u2 versus TIC,, should 
be  a  straight  line of slope p;2(dP/dT)ta,. This is 
shown by the solid line in figure 10; the  dotted line 
is  a  correction for the nonzero  value of ( d P / d p ) ~  
derived  from  our  density  expansion  (eq 5). The 
circles  represent our  values of ukin at  various tem- 
peratures plotted  against the  specific-heat  measure- 
ments of Moldover and l i t t le [ 3 ] ;  use of u,in is 
consistent with the  assumption ( d P / d T ) , =  (dP/dT)sat 
and  the  fact  that  the  observed minima  lie on the 
extrapolated  vapor  pressure  curve; i.e., we are 
assuming  that  the velocity minima lie along the 
line p = p r .  The  agreement of these points with 
Yang  and  Yang's  prediction,  plus the small  cor- 
rection  term ( d P / d p ) T ,  is  reasonably good, although 
all the points lie about 2 to 5 percent too high [13]. 
We ascribe  this  small  systematic  difference to 
errors  either in the  choice of (dP/dT),,,, in the  meas- 
ured  values of C v ,  or in the  temperature  scales of 
the two experiments. 

Since  eq (7) ought  to become more accurate  as 
the  critical point is approached, we can now esti- 
mate how  low the velocity ought  to fall along  iso- 
therms very  close  to T,.  As can be seen with the 
aid of the  temperature  scale  at  the  top of figure 10, 
the minimum velocity along an  isotherm  just lO-4 O K  

above T, would be - 55 m/sec,  about 213 of 
the lowest  value we have  observed. Thus, even in 
an ideal  experiment in which measurements could 
be  made very close t o  the  critical point in spite of 
the  large  attenuation  there, it would hardly  be 
possible  to  observe  much  lower  values of u than 
we have  done. 

curve,  as is shown in figure 9, allows us to reach 
some  further  conclusions. According  to  Yang 
and Yang [4J, the velocity of sound  along  the  critical 
isopycnal  above T, should  be given by 
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Ultrasonic Investigation of the  Order-Disorder 
Transition in Ammonium Chloride 

C. W. Garland  and R. Renard 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

Introduction 

The  lambda  transition in solid ammonium  chloride 
was  discovered by Simon [l] from heat-capacity 
measurements. An x-ray  analysis by Simon  and 
von Simson [2] showed  that  ammonium  chloride 
has  a CsCl-type cubic  structure both  above  and 
below the  critical  temperature;  thus  the  transition 
could not be due to a  change in lattice  type.  Hettich 
[3 ]  found  that  ammonium  chloride  is weakly piezo- 
electric in the  low-temperature modification, 
whereas it  is not piezoelectric  above  the  critical 
temperature. From this he concluded  that  the 
tetrahedral  ammonium ions are  oriented parallel 
in the  low-temperature modification.  Menzies 
and Mills [4] came to the  same  conclusion on the 
basis of the  Raman  effect.  Pauling [5] suggested 
that  the  transition was related to the  onset of free 
rotation of the  ammonium ions, and  quantitative 
refinements of this  idea were carried  through by 
Fowler [6] and by Kirkwood [7j. In opposition  to 
this,  Frenkel [8] interpreted  the  transition  as  being 
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of the  order-disorder  type, involving the  relative 
orientations of the  tetrahedral  ammonium  ions; 
i t  was assumed  that in both the  ordered  and  the 
disordered  states  the  ammonium ions liberate 
about an equilibrium  position.  This  idea  has  been 
confirmed by many subsequent  experiments. 

In  particular, Levy and  Peterson [9J have  carried 
out a  neutron-diffraction  determination of the  hydro- 
gen positions in both the low- and  high-temperature 
modification,  and Purcell [lo] has analyzed the  nmr 
data to obtain  the relaxation  time for  an NHf ion 
to move from one  orientation in its  cubic  cell to the 
other  orientation. Both these  investigations show 
that  free rotation  does not occur. 

Indeed, in many respects NH4Cl is an  ideal 
crystal  for  studying  cooperative  order-disorder 
phenomena.  The  ordering is completely  analogous 
to that  for  a  simple-cubic  ferromagnet in a zero 
external field. The  change in interaction  energy 
between parallel and  antiparallel NH4 ions is 
almost  completely due to octopole-octopole terms 
between  nearest  and  next-nearest NH4 neighbors 

[11] and  thus NH4Cl is quite  a good example of an 
lsing  lattice.  Furthermore,  the  ordering  process 
should  have  little  effect on the  dynamics of such 
an ionic lattice. 

We wish to discuss  here  a variety of ultrasonic 
measurements which have been  made on single- 
crystal  ammonium  chloride.  Longitudinal  and 
transverse  (shear)  acoustic velocities  have  been 
measured [12, 131 over a wide range of frequencies 
(5 to 60 Mc/s),  temperatures (1.50 to 320 O K )  and 
pressures (0 to 12 kbar).  The  attenuation of longi- 
tudinal  ultrasonic  waves  has  been  measured [14] 
at 1 atm for frequencies  between 5 and 5.5 Mc/s 
and  temperatures from 200 to 270 O K .  In all these 
investigations,  special  emphasis was given to the 
‘‘anomalous’’ behavior near  the  lambda  transition. 
As shown in figure 1, the  transition  temperature  is 
a fairly strong  function of pressure,  increasing from - 242 O K  at 1 atm to - 308 O K  at 10 kbar.  (Note 
the  pronounced  curvature of the  lambda  line  and 
the  hysteresis  observed  at low pressures.) At a 
constant  pressure of I atm,  the  ultrasonic velocities 
were  originally measured by a  pulse-echo  method 
as  a  function of frequency  and  temperature,  and 
no dispersion  was  observed [12]. Recently,  the 
McSkimin  pulse-superposition  method  has  been 
used at a fixed frequency of 20 Mc/s.  The  tem- 
perature  dependence  at 1 atm  has  been  restudied, 
and  the  pressure  dependence of the velocities  were 

measured  at five fixed temperatures  spaced  between 
250 and 308 O K .  Thus, we have very precise 
velocity data (+0.005%) on both the  ordered  and 
disordered  phases.  This  experimental  data will 
be described  elsewhere [13] in detail, but is pre- 
sented  here in a  graphical  form. 

All the  results given below are in terms of the 
variation of one of the  three  elastic  constants C I I ,  

c44, and C’ = (cll - c12)/2. Third-order  elastic  con- 
stants  are not used,  and  at high pressures  the 
quantities c l l ,  c~~~ and C‘ are in a  sense “effective” 
elastic  constants. The  constants cll and c44 were 
calculated  from  the  experimental longitudinal and 
transverse velocities ( v )  in the [lo01  direction with 
the  relations pU;= cI1 and pU;=c44; the  constant C‘ 
was calculated from pUf, = C‘, where UP is the veloc- 
ity in the [110] direction of a  shear wave polarized 
perpendicular to the [OOl]  axis. 

Experimental Results 

The variations of the  shear  constants c44 and c’ 
and of the  compressional  constant cll with pressure 
at  five  different  temperatures  are given in figures 




